Abstract
Introduction
Shadows often share the same movement characteristic and have similar intensity change with that of moving objects, which will give rise to detect shadows as parts of moving objects. Therefore, moving cast shadow detection is a critical step for improving accuracy of moving object detection in computer vision.
In the past decade, many moving shadow detection methods have been studied, most of which are based on pixels [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Sanin et al. [1] proposed a comprehensive review about pixel-based methods and analyzed the advantages and disadvantages for each method. Cucchiara et al. [2] pointed that hue and saturation components varied a little for moving shadows which were darker than background in luminance component. Hence, they detected shadows with color information in HSV color space. Song and Tai [4] suggested color ratio model to detect shadow pixels and presented two kinds of spatial processing operations to enhance shadow detection accuracy. Khan et al. [6] constructed a framework to automatically detect shadows, which learned the most relevant features at super-pixel level and along the object boundaries in supervised manner. Wang et al. [7] employed online sub-scene shadow modeling learned by Gaussian functions and object inner-edges analysis to detect moving shadows adaptively. These methods achieved better performance and outperformed some stateof-the-art methods.
However, most of pixel-based methods are easily influenced by noise or uncertain factors which will lead to lower shadow detection accuracy. To solve this issue, many
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC researchers utilized local spatial correlation of pixels and a series of morphological operations to refine shadow detection results further. Nevertheless, with the increase of the number of pixels in foreground image, the computational complexity for pixelbased methods will be increased accordingly. Recently, region-based methods have been attracting much attention in moving shadow detection field. In terms of the nonlinear tone mapping existed between shadow patches and that of corresponding background patches, Bullkich et al. [8] adopted Matching by Tone Mapping as the metric to distinguish shadows from suspected foreground patches.
Inspired by the problem, we suggest a region-based moving shadow detection method which has better robustness compared to pixel-based methods in this paper. After dividing foreground image into no overlapping blocks, we extract color information in HSV color space for clustering. Subsequently, due to the complexity and uncertainty of video scenes, we employ affinity propagation to cluster foreground blocks adaptively and obtain coarse segmentation regions. Meanwhile, Gabor feature is extracted from each irregular sub region. At last, texture similarity based on Gabor feature and normalized correlation coefficients are calculated simultaneously to classify for each sub region. Aiming to evaluate the performance of RMSDAP, we test it on several different surveillance videos and compare it with some well-known method, which is demonstrated that RMSDAP exhibits excellent performance and outperforms some existing methods especially fixed block method.
The reminding parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method in detail. Experiments and comparisons are given in Section 3, and Section 4 is the conclusions. 
The Proposed Method
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In this section, we describe the region-based moving shadow detection method using affinity propagation (RMSDAP) in detail. The flowchart of RMSDAP is illustrated in Figure 1 . On the basis of foreground extraction, RMSDAP is composed of two parts: adaptive foreground segmentation and region-based shadow detection.
Adaptive Foreground Segmentation
To maintain consistency attributes in one region, adaptive foreground segmentation is taken into account in our study. Moreover, due to the complexity of video scenes, it is hard to determine the number of sub regions. Consequently, unsupervised clustering method named affinity propagation (AP) [9] is adopted to achieve foreground segmentation adaptively. Given foreground image F, the corresponding binary mask image is M F , and the block size is set to bb  .
Dividing Foreground into Blocks:
Before adaptive segmentation, the foreground F is divided into regular blocks with size of bb  , and each block is denoted as F i B . Meanwhile, the binary mask image M F is also divided into blocks with the same size. According to the following rule, we extract blocks which contain foreground pixels from all blocks and put them into the set S F . Initially, F S . Where n 1 and n 2 are coordinates of pixels in ith block
Feature Extraction:
In HSV color space, color feature fea are extracted from blocks in S F . Subsequently, mean and variance are employed to describe color information. . Therefore, fea i of ith block is defined:
Clearly, the dimension of fea i is 6.
Adaptive Clustering:
As a result of complexity and uncertainty for video scenes, AP is introduced to cluster foreground blocks automatically. The advantage of AP is that it does not need to determine the clustering number beforehand. The feature similarity of blocks in S F is:
Where fea i and fea j are the features of ith and jth blocks, respectively. Sim (fea i , fea j ) is similarity derived from ith and jth blocks. fea i .x、fea i .y and fea j .x、fea j .y are coordinates of ith and jth blocks. During computing the similarity, not only the similarity between features is taken into account, but also position information of blocks is considered. The larger sim (fea i , fea j ) is the higher similarity between fea i and fea j and the closer between ith block and jth block is. Sub , we use texture similarity and normalized correlation coefficient to determine it whether is shadow or not.
Region-based Shadow Detection
In the process of region-based shadow detection, texture similarity obtained by Gabor feature and normalized correlation coefficients are used to calculate the similarity between foreground sub region Sub . Subsequently, we determine whether the sub region belongs to shadow or not. 
Shadow Detection based on
Then, we adopt mean and variance to describe Gabor energy for each sub region, as follows:
( , )
Where
Sub denotes the number of pixels in
F i
Sub . In the same way, the mean Sub whether belongs to shadow or not. Sub belongs to shadow whereas 1 0 i M  implies that the region is object. T 1 is the threshold determined empirically.
Shadow Detection based on Normalized Correlation Coefficient:
Normalized correlation coefficient (NCC) has better performance for evaluating the similarity between foreground and background. In our work, NCC is computed as: Sub and
F i
Sub is and vice versa. Therefore, we can judge ith sub region is shadow or not according to the following rule:
Sub is shadow. T 2 is the threshold determined empirically. Figure 2 shows one foreground image from Campus sequence, and shadow detection results obtained from texture similarity and NCC, respectively. Obviously, single feature cannot fully classify all shadow regions correctly. In order to obtain a more complete result, the two results are integrated effectively, which is shown in Figure 2(d) . The classification decision is:
Where S i M is the binary shadow mask corresponding to 
Experiments and Comparisons
In this section, to evaluate the performance of RMSDAP, experiments are tested on several challenging video sequences [11-13] known in the literatures. One side, we discuss and determine the suitable block size for different videos. One the other side, we compare our shadow detection results with results from fixed block method and some well-known methods from the quantitative and qualitative aspects.
The process of fixed block method is: firstly, dividing foreground image into blocks with bb  and then extracting Gabor and NCC features for shadow detection, respectively. Lastly, we integrate the results effectively for the final result. Different
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC from RMSDAP, fixed block method do not utilize affinity propagation for coarse segmentation regions before shadow detection.
In order to verify the effectiveness of RMSDAP, three metrics are applied to analyze shadow detection performance, named as shadow detection rate (  ), shadow discrimination rate (  ) and weighted accuracy (  ) [14] : 100% 
Parameter Selection
During adaptive image segmentation, it is necessary to determine the block size primarily. Considering the shadow size in different videos and clustering speed, block size is set to 88  , 99  , 10 10  , 11 11  and 12 12  , respectively. Figure 3 indicates the weighted accuracy trends derived from different block size in various videos. Particularly, in Hallway and Highway, shadow size is small. In these sequences, choosing relatively small block size can better maintain the consistency attributes in one region. While CAVIAR and Campus have larger shadow, in which choosing relatively larger block size not only can retain the consistency attributes in one region, but also can improve the clustering speed. Obviously, the similar trends are shown in Figure 3 . In our experiments, the weighted accuracy reaches the top when block size of Hallway, Highway, Campus and CAVIAR is set to 88  , 99  , 12 12  and 11 11  , respectively. Table 1 lists the shadow detection rate  , shadow discrimination rate  and weighted accuracy  resulting from RMSDAP, fixed block method and traditional methods (DNM [2] , ICF [3] , SNP [4] , CCM [5] , and MTM [8] ). From the aspects of weighted accuracy to analyze, it can be seen that RMSDAP is superior to fixed block method and traditional methods in Hallway, Highway and Campus. In CAVIAR, the weighted accuracy  obtained from RMSDAP is only lower than MTM with 0.30%. Specifically, RMSDAP has higher weighted accuracy than fixed block method about 2.61%, 17.67%, 5.44% and 0.56%, which demonstrates that the validity of adaptive segmentation for foreground image. 
Quantitative Comparisons
Qualitative Comparisons
To validate the effectiveness and superiority of RMSDAP intuitively, comparison results are displayed in Figure 4 , with the detected moving shadows and moving objects being marked in blue and white, respectively. Figure 4 (e). In addition, results in Figure 4 (f) derived from fixed block method verify the performance of RMSDAP further. Moreover, we can see that MTM, fixed block method and RMSDAP have a certain resistance to noise or uncertain factors. However, the detected results from fixed block method have more incorrect regions. In contrast, RMSDAP can guarantee the region consistency adequately and achieve well results, which is owing to RMSDAP adopts adaptive clustering method for coarse segmentation. 
Conclusions
Different from pixel-based methods, RMSDAP detect moving shadows on the basis of adaptive segmentation regions derived from affinity propagation. The proposed RMSDAP can reduce the influence of noise or uncertain factors for detection results, which has good robustness for surveillance videos. Besides, experiment results demonstrate that RMSDAP is superior to fixed block method and some well-known method.
